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Contactless power supply for magnetically
levitated elevator systems using a SMC hybrid

actuator
R. Appunn and Kay Hameyer

Abstract—A contactless power supply (CPS) for the cabin of
a magnetically levitated elevator is presented in this paper. In
contrast to commercial stand-alone contactless power supply
systems, a combined CPS and electromagnetic guiding system
(MGS) is introduced. The inductive energy transmission is
realized by utilizing the magnetic circuit of an actuator of the
linear guiding. With this approach two devices are combined
into one unit. The hybrid actuator consists of an omega
shaped yoke, fabricated of soft magnetic composites (SMC),
with permanent magnets and coils on its lateral arms. A
concentrated primary winding is added to the guide rail and
a coil wound around the central arm of the omega actuator
functions as secondary winding. Hereby a superposition of the
MGS flux and the CPS flux emerges in the magnetic circuit
of the actuator and the transmission path is established. The
proposed system requires less construction space and weight
when compared to existing energy transmission systems.

Index Terms—Contactless power supply, control, hybrid ac-
tuator, inductive energy transmission, linear guiding, magnetic
levitation (maglev), soft magnetic composites (SMC)

NOMENCLATURE

δx Air gap displacement in x-direction
δy Air gap displacement in y-direction
η Efficiency of the CPS
L Inductance matrix
µr Relative permeability
ω0 Resonant frequency of the CPS
Ψp Flux linkage of the primary coil
Ψs Flux linkage of the secondary coil
Zr Reflected impedance
Cp Primary capacitance
Cs Secondary capacitance
k Coupling coefficient
Lp Primary self inductance
Ls Secondary self inductance
M Mutual inductance
Np Number of primary windings
Ns Number of secondary windings
Pcore SMC and PM losses
Pin Input power
Ploss Total losses
Pout Output power
Qp Primary quality factor
Qs Secondary quality factor
RL Load resistance
Rp Primary coil resistance
Rs Secondary coil resistance
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the Ω-actuator with separate secondary coil.

I. INTRODUCTION

Contactless power transmission enhances the benefits of
electromagnetically levitated systems such as wearless oper-
ation by eliminating sliding contacts or traveling cables [1],
[2]. Electromagnetically levitated trains or other fast moving
vehicles are able to consume power via harmonics induced
by the propulsion device mounted to the guide way [3].
For slow vehicles this concept does not suite, here an extra
induction rail in the guide way and additional coils on the ve-
hicle have to be constructed. In automotive systems one can
find similar approaches [4], [5]. Recent studies for automatic
guided vehicle systems even use quadrature pick-up systems
[6]. Hereby the horizontal and vertical component of the
magnetic field can be utilized for the power transfer. Other
recent research investigates bidirectional inductively coupled
power transfer systems for electric vehicle applications and
focuses on the synchronization of primary and secondary
converters [7], [8]. For contactless battery charging Zhong
et. al. propose a planar CPS system with high tolerances
due to the position of the battery [9]. All autonomous CPS
systems yields extra cost and requires additional construction
space.

At the Institute of Electrical Machines (IEM) a ropeless
elevator test bench with a linear drive and electromagnetic
guiding is built. The linear drive is realized by two long
stator permanent magnet synchronous motors diagonally
placed on the elevator shaft [10]. An air gap winding is
applied to eliminate strong normal forces. On the moving
part, the cabin, only permanent magnets need to be attached.
The guiding system consists of four Ω-actuators with two
coils on each actuator [11] using a degree of freedom
(DOF) control [12] for the translational and rotatory DOF
of the elevator car. The design and control of the MGS are
described in detail in [13].
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Fig. 2. Hysteresis curves of the materials PMS-700 and PMS-130i
(manufacturer names).

A power transmission is designed to supply the cabin
of the ropeless elevator. A nominal load of 200W has to
be transferred to supply the MGS coils and the on-board
electronic components in the cabin such as eddy current
sensors and current controllers.

In previous studies an integrated solution of guiding and
power transmission to minimize both, cost and space is
considered [14]. The authors investigated a similar strategy
in [15]. On the central arm of one of the guiding actuators,
an additional coil is placed. This coil functions as secondary
winding for the energy transmission system. A concentrated
coil is integrated into the guide rail of the system. It produces
a high frequency EM field, which superposes the levitating
field. Hereby, a voltage is induced in the secondary coils
mounted to the moving part and the power supply of the
vehicle is established. Thereby, an integrated solution for
both, contactless guiding and contactless power transmission
using existing components is found. Figure 1 shows the
topology.

A major drawback of this combined guiding and power
transmission actuator has been identified. The core losses
in the laminated steel of the actuator are critically high. To
overcome this drawback the use of soft magnetic composites
(SMC) is proposed and studied by the authors. SMC is
commonly used in axial flux machines [16], [17] or tubular
actuators [18] where laminated steel cannot be utilized, since
the magnetic flux path is 3-dimensional. This material has a
slightly lower saturation when compared to laminated steel
but significantly lower eddy current losses, which is an
advantage regarding the high supply frequency. This means
an actuator consisting of this SMC material would be bigger
when compared to the one made from laminated steel. The
larger dimensions of the actuator result in a lower amplitude
of the magnetic flux density created by the primary coil of
the inductive power supply. This is an additional advantage
since the losses in the SMC core will be further reduced.

II. SOFT MAGNETIC COMPOSITES

SMC consists of small metal swarf in the range of several
µm. These swarf are immersed in insulation and adhesive.
Due to this fabrication, very few eddy currents can arise
within the material [19]. This reduces the specific losses and
the efficiency of electrical machines can be increased. There
are several drawbacks using SMC. The relative permeability
is less compared to iron. Due to the fabrication process,
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Fig. 3. Losses of the SMC material.
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Fig. 4. Relative permeability of the SMC material.

SMC is brittle [20]. The breaking strength is approxi-
mately 100Mpa which is smaller than iron (approximately
300MPa). SMC is pressed into standard shapes, which are
converted afterwards, Hereby grinding, milling and drilling
is used. Due to the topology of the omega shaped actuator
with the integrated power supply, a compromise regarding
the material characteristics must be found. On the one hand
a high saturation polarization is required, on the other hand
the losses must be low. To determine an appropriate SMC,
two material samples are characterized on a core tester at
the institute. One sample is optimized for high polarization
(PMG-700), the other one is optimized regarding low losses
(PMG-130i).

A. Characterization of soft magnetic composites

The hysteresis loops of the two ring samples are measured
at the test bench at a frequency of 50Hz The saturation
of both materials can be seen in figure 2. PMG-700 has a
maximum flux density of 1.4T at 4000A/m. The flux density
of PMG-130i at the same magnetic field strength is only
1.2T .

To determine the material losses, the loss characteristics
regarding frequency and flux density are measured. At fixed
amplitudes of the flux density, the frequency is swept from
500Hz to 29kHz. Figure 3(a) depicts the measurement
values of PMS-700. The losses rise quadratically with the
frequency but linearly with the amplitude. Up to 5kHz
the specific losses of PMS-700 are below 20W/kg and
thereby very low. Regarding higher frequency, the losses
rise significantly to 165W/kg at 29kHz and 125mT . At
25mT the losses are even at 29kHz comparatively small.
The material PMS-130i has a similar loss characteristic, but
the overall losses are smaller. At 29kHz and 125mT the
losses are 120W/kg. 40W/kg smaller compared to PMS-700.
Figure 3(b) shows the measurement results of PMS-130i.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the specific losses at 25 mT .

The relative permeability of the two SMC probes is
measured at the material test bench as well. Figure 4(a)
depicts the relative permeability of PMS-700 regarding dif-
ferent values of frequency and flux density. There is only a
slight dependency of the frequency. PMS-700 has a relative
permeability of 400 at 500Hz. At 29kHz µr is fallen about
10% to 350. The relative permeability depends more on the
amplitude of the flux density than the material losses. At
125mT µr is 410, at 25mT the value is fallen to 305,
both at a frequency of 500Hz. Here, the characteristics
of PMS-130i are similar, as well (compare figure 4(b)).
The relative permeability at 500Hz and 125mT is 330.
Compared to PMS-700, the frequency dependency is smaller.
The decrease of µr from 500Hz to 29kHz is only 3%.

After the characterization of the materials, the most ap-
propriate one for the application i.e. the actuator has to be
determined. On the one hand a high relative permeability
and saturation polarization is required for the linear guiding
operation. On the other hand higher losses are disadvanta-
geous for the energy transmission. For the application of
the energy transmission only small amplitudes of the flux
density are utilized, since the cross section of the actuator
is large, due to the required guiding forces. The losses at a
small flux density of B = 25mT are studied in detail. Figure
5 depicts the specific losses of PMS-700 and PMS-130i at
25mT . In the lower frequency region the material losses are
close to each other. At 12kHz the rise of the losses of PMS-
700 is higher when compared to PMS-130i. At 29kHz the
specific losses of PMS-700 are 4.75W/kg, the material PMS-
130i has only losses of 4W/kg. This difference is very small
and negligible for the case of application studied.

From the measurements it can be concluded:
• For the aspect of the linear guiding PMS-700 is pre-

ferred due to its higher saturation polarization
• Regarding the energy transmission capability, the losses

at the working point are smaller using PMS-130i. But
the differences between the materials is negligible

Due to the aforementioned considerations, the actuator is
fabricated from PMS-700 and the transmission frequency ω0

is set to 25kHz.

III. MODELING OF THE TRANSMISSION PATH

The CPS is modeled using a Π-equivalent circuit with
self and mutual inductances, winding resistances and a

parallel resistance describing the core losses. The following
differential equation system characterizes the transmission
path: (

up
us

)
=

(
Rp 0
0 Rs

)(
ip
is

)
+ ∂t

(
Ψp

Ψs

)
(1)

with the winding resistances Rp,s. The time-derivative of the
flux linkages is given by:

∂t

(
Ψp

Ψs

)
= ∂i

(
Ψp

Ψs

)
· ∂t
(
ip
is

)
. (2)

Regarding the operation of the considered CPS system the
SMC material is not saturated. Therefore the derivative ∂iΨ
is constant, this yields:

∂i

(
Ψp

Ψs

)
= L =

(
Lp −M
−M Ls

)
. (3)

L is the inductance matrix including primary and secondary
self inductances and the mutual inductances. The magnetic
coupling can be characterized by the coupling coefficient,

k =
M√
Ls · Lp

. (4)

In contrast to the model of transformers, and due to the
relative large air gap, the coupling coefficient of contactless
power supply systems is much smaller.

The inductance matrices of various design variations are
determined using finite element calculations. Herewith a
high accuracy is achieved and the study of the power
transmission capability of the system can be performed. The
inductances are extracted as described in [21]. Because of the
linear B-H characteristic in the range of operation the tangent
inductance matrix is equal to the secant one [21]. To consider
the different axial length of the long guide rail and the short
omega actuator it is not sufficient to generate a 2D FE model.
Hence a 3D FE model of the actuator is constructed. Once
the inductance matrix is extracted for the linear case all
points of operation can be calculated analytically in the same
accuracy as performed by a computational FE computation.
A coupling of the FE model to a circuit simulator of the
power electronics is not required.

IV. TOPOLOGY OF THE TRANSMISSION PATH

The existing topology of the Ω-actuator is enhanced by
both primary and secondary winding. The primary winding
is integrated into a SMC-block within the guide rail (com-
pare figure 12). The secondary winding is placed around the
central yoke of the actuator. There are various possibilities
to position both coils. Each one can either be placed outside
i.e. around the block/yoke or buried within a slot. Four
topologies are presented: poso (primary outside, secondary
outside), posi,piso and pisi. The four topologies are depicted
in figure 6.

In addition to the position of the coils, the number of
windings can be varied, too. Since the frequency of the
power transmission is very high and the space for the
coils is limited, configurations with high number of turns
are not feasible. The following winding configurations are
considered: p05s05 (number of primary windings Np = 5,
number of secondary windings Ns = 5), p05s10, p05s15,
p07s07, p07s15, p10s05, p10s10, p12s12, p15s05, p15s07
and p15s15. For the presented configurations the inductance
matrix is extracted by finite element calculation. Hereby the
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the topologies (green: primary coil, red: secondary
coil).

coupling factor and the maximum transmittable power is
calculated. From the simulation several conclusions can be
drawn:

Coupling factor The coupling factor is a geometry de-
pending parameter, it is determined by the flux path i.e.
the magnetic circuit. The poso topology has the highest
coupling factor. The pole area of both coils is larger when
compared to the other topologies and the magnetic circuit is
not interrupted by slots.

Self inductance The self inductances are independent
from each other, since the coil inductance depends quadrat-
ically on the number of turns and the magnetic circuit.
The core material (SMC) and the air gaps influence the
magnetic circuit. The differences between the topologies
vary only slightly. The inductances of the topologies with
buried secondary coil is smaller, since the effective air gap
is increased.

Leakage Depending on the topology the coils do not face
each other exactly. With buried secondary windings the pole
area decreases and the flux created by the primary coil flows
not through the secondary coil exclusively. There are flux
components which close through the air, i.e. leakage flux
components. The coupling decreases because of these flux
components. Figure 7 depicts the effect of leakage flux.

Buried coils The possibility of integrating the coils into
slots within the guide rail or the central yoke of the actuator
reduces the amount of required space and leads to a more
robust placement of the coils. Regarding the whole system
the disadvantage of the buried topology becomes apparent.
The self inductances increase and the mutual inductance
decreases, leading to a smaller coupling coefficient. The
magnetic flux is short-circuited through the web at the upper
coil edge. Figure 8 shows this effect. In figure 8 (left) both

Viewing direction

Primary coil

Secondary coil

Fig. 7. Different coil cross sections using posi topology.

Topology: poso Topology: pisi
Fig. 8. Flux paths of the different topologies.

coils are placed outside and the secondary coil is powered.
The major part of the magnetic flux flows through the
primary and secondary coil. The coupling coefficient is quite
high (k = 0.83). In figure 8 (right) the flux density in the
web is high (short-circuit path) and the part of the flux which
flows through the primary coil is smaller compared to the
poso topology.

To fulfill the power requirements only three possible
topologies can be identified. The configurations p15s07,
p15s05 and p10s05 of the poso topology offer a sufficient
power transmission capability. Considering the stability of
the system, only the configuration p15s05 fulfills the require-
ments, compare section VI-C.

V. DEVIATIONS FROM WORKING POINT

The design and simulation of the transmission path is
done for the nominal position of the cabin in its equilibrium
in the center of the shaft. In this case all air gap lengths
are 3mm. In case of external forces applied to the cabin,
a temporary displacement of the air gaps occurs. This
leads to a disturbance of the magnetic circuit and therewith
to a variation of the inductance matrix. Concerning the
stability of the system, the sensitivity of the inductance
matrix regarding position deviations, is critical. In various
simulations the position of the actuator is varied in steps of
0.25mm up to a maximum displacement of 1mm in both
spatial directions. Figures 9,10 and 11 depict the resulting
primary (Lp), secondary (Ls) and mutual inductance (M ),
respectively.

From simulation the following conclusions can be drawn.
The air gap deviation in y-direction has a stronger influence
on the inductances than the deviation in x-direction. With
increasing air gap in y-direction the inductances decrease.
At maximum deviation of 1mm all three inductances vary
approximately by 15%. In x-direction the resulting air gap is
constant, due to the ω-actuator geometry. One of the two air
gaps in x-direction increases the other one decreases. Differ-
ent leakage paths lead to a slight variation of the inductance
matrix of < 1% in x-direction. The considered system is
robust. In nominal operation the deviation of the inductance
matrix is negligible and even strong displacements result in
a maximum deviation of 10% of the resonance frequency.

VI. MEASUREMENTS AT THE TESTBENCH

To verify the design process, the power transmission
capability of the SMC actuator is measured. Figure 12 shows
the actuator including primary and secondary windings. First
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Fig. 9. Variation of primary inductance Lp.
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Fig. 10. Variation of secondary inductance Ls.
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Fig. 11. Variation of mutual inductance M .

measurements without permanent magnets are performed to
separate the core losses from eddy current losses of the
permanent magnets. Thereafter the magnets are attached and
the regular topology is measured, as well.

A. Measurement of the inductance matrix

From no-load measurements the parameter of the induc-
tance matrix are determined [15]. Table I compares the
simulated and measured quantities. The simulated values di-
verge from the measured values without permanent magnets
by 20% − 27%. This deviation results from the prototype
structure of the actuator. On the one hand the actuator
could not be constructed exactly according to the simulation

Fig. 12. Omega actuator constructed of SMC cuboids.

model. It is built from single SMC cuboids connected with
adhesive, which means additional air gaps. On the other hand
the coils are wound by hand and do not match the exact
geometric dimensions. This explains the deviation of simula-
tion and measurement. When comparing the simulation with
the measurements with permanent magnets, the inductances
decrease further. Due to the eddy currents induced into the
magnets at the operation frequency of 25kHz which are not
considered in simulation, the flux created by the primary
winding is reduced and additional losses occur.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SIMULATED AND MEASURED INDUCTANCES.

Inductance sim. meas. dev. meas. dev.
without PM with PM

Lp[µH] 299 240 20 % 199 33 %
Ls[µH] 37 30 19 % 28 24 %
M [µH] 89 65 27 % 55 38 %

B. Loss determination

The core losses of the SMC and the aforementioned eddy
current losses in the permanent magnets are determined from
no-load measurements. The loss separation is possible since
measurements with and without permanent magnets are per-
formed. From the phase shift between voltage and current on
the primary side the core losses can be determined. Without
permanent magnets core losses of 12, 26W occur, when
applying a voltage of 67V on the primary side. Including the
permanent magnets, additional 12, 74W losses occur. From
various operation points it can be seen, that the losses split
into equal parts between the two materials. In addition ohmic
losses arise in primary and secondary coils, according to the
winding resistances of Rp = 112mΩ and Rs = 48mΩ,
respectively.

C. Reactive power compensation

Primary and secondary reactive power compensation is
required to eliminate the reactive input power demand and
to transfer only active power over the air gap. Capacitances
are connected to primary and secondary windings. Various
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topologies are discussed in literature [22]. The secondary
compensation capacitance is always given by

Cs =
1

ω2Ls
. (5)

Using a serial compensation, the impedance of the sec-
ondary is neutralized and the secondary voltage becomes
load independent. Herewith the compensated secondary re-
sembles a voltage source. This compensation topology is
often used when feeding a DC-link [23]. Using a parallel
compensation, the admittance of the secondary is neutralized
and the secondary current becomes load independent. The
secondary resembles a current source which can be used
for battery charging [24]. The positioning of the secondary
compensation capacitance affects the reflective impedance
Zr and therewith the quality factors. Equation 6 describes
the reflected impedance Zr for both positioning:

Zr =


(ωM)2

RL
Serial

(
M
Ls

)2
RL − jωM2

Ls
Parallel

(6)

The quality factor depicts the ratio of the reactive power in
primary or secondary circuit and the delivered active power.
There is a primary Qp and secondary quality factor Qs. They
can be determined by the following equations:

Qp =
i2pωLp

i2p<{Zr}
and Qs =

i2sωLs

i2p<{Zr}
. (7)

For system stability Qp >> Qs is required [25]. The primary
compensation is depending on the secondary one. If the
secondary circuit has a serial compensation ={Zr} = 0.
This leads to a primary compensation capacitance

Cp =


1

ω2Lp
Serial

Lp

ω2

((
M2

RL

)2
+L2

P

) Parallel
(8)

For a parallel compensation of the secondary circuit
={Zr} = −jωM2

Ls
. Now the primary compensation capaci-

tance follows

Cp =


1

ω2
(
Lp−M2

Ls

) Serial

Lp−M2

Ls(
( M

Ls
)
2
RL

)2
+ω2

(
Lp−M2

Ls

)2 Parallel
(9)

After the determination of the core loss resistance, the
compensation topologies can be compared by simulation
(Table II).

TABLE II
SIMULATIVE COMPARISON OF THE COMPENSATION TOPOLOGIES.

Topology Pin Pout Ploss Pcore η
serial-serial 230,7 148,7 71,75 68,9 64,5 %
serial-parallel 205,5 167,7 33,75 30,7 81,6 %
parallel-serial 664,5 427 203 197,5 64,25 %
parallel-parallel 341,7 281,2 55,86 51,77 82,3 %

Sinusoidal currents of 5̂A and 25kHz are applied in the
simulation model. The secondary serial compensated topolo-
gies have a low efficiency of 64%. The topologies with paral-
lel compensation on the secondary side have a considerably
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higher efficiency of 82%. Depending on the compensation
topology, the reflected impedance Zr changes, resulting in
a higher voltage drop over the core loss resistance. This
means higher core losses and the efficiency decreases. The
input power of the primary serial compensated topologies
is far lower when compared to the topologies with primary
parallel compensation. The reason is the input impedance,
which depends on the compensation topology. Simulated
losses are depicted and the dominant loss factor, the core
losses are shown. They consists of material losses in the
SMC and the eddy current losses of the permanent magnets.

D. Energy transmission

The CPS is built using SP-topology parameterized from
the measured inductances and sinusoidal currents are ap-
plied. A load resistance RL = 5, 4Ω reflects the inner resis-
tance of 50 lithium-polymer battery-cells connected in series
(including a dc-converter) which can provide 185V to power
the guiding actuators and onboard electronics. Figures 13
and 14 show the simulated and measured electrical quantities
on input and load of the transmission path, respectively. A
good correlation between simulation and measurement is
shown. The voltage requirement is 7% higher than simulated.
Non ideal electric components and contact resistances are
responsible for this issue. There is a small phase shift
between primary voltage and primary current of 2, 2◦. The
compensation does not match the resonance frequency ex-
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actly. With a transmittable power of 75W an efficiency of
73% is reached. Regarding a combined actuator for guiding
and simultaneously for energy transmission, this value is
acceptable.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper gives a detailed analysis in the redesign of a
combined magnetic guiding system and contactless power
supply actuator entity for a vertical transportation vehicle,
such as an elevator system. The use of SMC for the core
material is introduced. Material probes are measured and the
most appropriate one is selected. Various design variations
are analyzed by means of the finite element method. A
prototype is built and the contactless energy transmission is
demonstrated. Compared to former designs the core losses
could be significantly reduced. Simulation and measurement
show good correlation. This topology augments the benefits
of a ropeless elevator with a linear drive and contactless
guiding by eliminating any physical contact to the shaft. In
future works the actuator will replace a guiding actuator of
the elevator test bench at the institute and the energy transfer
will be tested within operation of the magnetic guiding
system.
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